
Chapter 1 Segmental Phonology

Consonants

labial dental (alveolar) alveo-pi
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d, t, t' ,n = dental; d' = alveolar, may be slightly

retroflexed; &, z, I, a = alveolar

Vowels

Tone Two tones, high and low (see chapter 2)

1.1 Vowels

Vowels can be long or short, short vowels tending to be

more centralized and laxer than long ones.

bonuu tomorrow boo>iuu dirty (of water)

dabbll word, matter daaba. behind

k' otamta you dig (dependent form) k' otamtuu dug (adj) f.

ballii feather baallll leaf (nominative)

iala below jdCLla friend

d-Lb paint d' -L-ib push

k' ale he slaughtered xalit liver

The only sequence of non- identical vowels within a morpheme

I have recorded occurs in duidda 'back' (and this derives

historically from dugda. 1.5.3.6), though sequences of non-

identical vowels arise by the morphophonological processes

discussed in I.5.
1

Final vowels. Before pause both long and short final

vowels are closed by a glottal stop (except in the genitive)

,

which tends to even out the length difference between them.



though there is a slight difference between them (though far

less than word medially)

.

(1) Iym-lI ndma'
he man He is a man.

iun ma.QO.la.' ' (a- = half long vowel)
that market That is a market.

If not before pause, in connected speech, I get the

impression that there is not a great difference in length

between final long and short vowels. Moreover, a short vowel

with a high tone is longer than a short vowel with a low one.

One can thus have a three-way length contrast at the phonetic

level, V, V-, VV.

eaAuu k' otam-t-u hin-k' abu



[ma.Qa.laa)



The only time the short vowel appears is when a consanant-

initial suffix is added, or if it receives a high tone for

(8) d'ui-t-anU-t
come 2 pi dat You pi came

d'viltirii-l

Q Did you pi come? (final high tone for yes-no Q)

Unlike other Oromo dialects (eg. Booran, Waata) final

short /a/ is generally maintained. In the text there are

some examples of final -a deleted before a numeral modifier.

(9) man takko , baV ini - ii d' and' ami kad' an ( < man'a)
house one wideness its lengths ten

Some houses, they are ten arms' lengths (four meters) wide.

In direct questioning, a- deleted-forms were not generally

accepted, being associated with other dialects, like Arussi.

Initial HI is also frequently elided in close juncture

with a preceding vowel, except for the forms i^i, 'reflexive

pronoun', and illi 'modal marker' (4.3, eg. (27)).

(10) na ilia --•» nd iia

nilzni-'il iia Ki.innt.-ii. ia
hair nom his his hair

Note also elision of initial kin- in the negative (3.2.3,

eg. (27)).
3

(11) nami hin-aiiaabi.cn- i - - •» nama n-aiiaabiin
person neg insult ipr Don't insult a person.

koiii kin-kata koiii n-hata
cattle neg steal He doesn't steal cattle.

This elision seems to be more restricted to 'grammatical

forms' — possessive pronouns, postpositions, the negative

prefix kin- . I have not recorded the initial HI of ibidda

'fire' as elided, for example, though perhaps a study of

texts would reveal elision here as well.

In the rest of the book I will write all underlying long

vowels as long when they occur word finally. When they occur

before suffixes I write them as long or short according to

which type of suffix it is (shortening or lengthening) . When

citinq forms in isolation I write them with short final HI ;

in the examples I drop them (i.e., in examples I write /i/

the way it is normally given. Initial /i/ is either written



or not according to the way it is pronounced.

1.2 Consonants

All consonants except Ik, '/ occur geminate.

gixbak burn gabbaa on top

laga river mogga side

haad' a mother kodd'a he sews

e' ap' e it broke lapp' ee heart

hak' e he wiped kakk' l& vomit

da*a lake fta.*.*e£ donkey

ba<x£a leaf billaa wide

de.e.ma he goes deemmaa honey

XO|jl$a he falls ec^Auma mother's brother

hojjaa ciffee adda forehead

OYIYIZZ heart moyyin mortar (= /m ojjinjtri

I have no examples of geminate /w/ within a morpheme,

though it occurs across morpheme boundaries.

h-Lu>-uiaadu he does not bake

The following spelling conventions are used.

pp' = p' p' , tt' = V t' , ee' = c'c', fefe' = fe'fe',

dd' = d' d' , &&h = ihih, nny = nyny

I' I and Ik/ may be voiced intervocalically

.

ItOLCL^al he sits Ibadal he leaves

lp' I and Id do not occur word initially.

The phonemes lihl and Inyl are of rare occurrence, thoi

they occur in words which clearly are not loans.

blihaani water ihan-L five

nyaat eat d' zeizenya. tallness

Non-geminate Id is extremely rare.

nyaaea crocodile

Geminate led is fairly common, though in nearly all ce

it arises from morphophonological alternations.

bit + S --> bicd-iili make scra.eone buy (Itl + causative)

bit + at + U.U. --» b-t-t-aec-uu buying for self (7.7.1.1)

gu.1laa.-e.ca. black m ( no specific synchronic rule can be

invoked here, though the leal is clearly a formative which

alternates with the feminine -ttti ( .5.7.1.5).



/z/ occurs only in loan words.

m-L-tza table heezab prescribe (<Ar ?)

Ik I with a very few exceptions occurs only geminate,

or as the. second C of a consonant cluster.

muxa. tree mufefeeenx. trees, forest aKk see tokko one f

The exceptions are (1) various derived forms based on the

verb beex 'know', beefe-am'be known', btzkomlnna. 'knowledge',

and a few other odd words, koma '1,000', (2) It occurs

in loan words, kuinl 'chair ' , kitaaba. 'book' (both < Ar.).

The minimal pair, kottaz 'hoof, xbtt&e. 'claw' was given,

though I think this must be treated with caution.

In general Harar O. has undergone the shift, lV)kV — * (V)xl/

in virtually all contexts, with the exceptions noted.

1.3 Consonant clusters

The consonant clusters within a morpheme (in non-loan

words) nearly all involve at least a sonorant, /I, n/or a

nasal. All nasal clusters, where the nasal is the first

consonant, are homoorganic.

b-tmbee mosquito , d'anj^a soup ,
gandidduu shadow,

injllliz. lice, Izenyc'a. lion k'ooi)k'oo voice, food

* mooHma. fUnba {Uxda hamaAXti xoijo'o akk e*g k' oik' odd
necV heel thick ring sack see send economize

I -Umaani jiZba. ul^aataa c'
x
JA£a. baZ'aa

son knee heavy m lizard blind

II, Kl occur after labials

dubna girl, able.e. knife, xoil laugh

Clusters in loan words I have recorded are the following.

baxtli rotten' (<Am), xadnaa 'fruit', kui&ii 'chair',

mi&klina. 'poor', (<Ar) kitl'il 'kettle' (also kitlii)

1.4 Syllable structure

Roots (cf. 16.1-16.3 for discussion of what constitutes

a root) have the following basic shape (after Gragg, 1976,

I exclude loans from this section)

.

(13) (C)l/C, IOVCVCV, where 1/ may be long or short and the non-initi

i-geminate, geminate, or in a cluster (1.3).



Chapter 2 Tone

Harar Oromo, like Booran, has a tone system which consists

of three main parts: a classification of roots and affixes

in terms of basic tone; a specification of the contexts where

these basic tones may/must occur; and rules altering the

tone on certain morphemes in certain contexts . The tone

system I describe here is one with both a lexical and syn-

tactic basis (Palmer, 1970: 580 ) and sketched in its basic

outline by Andrzejewski (1957, 1966). I should note that I

have found no lexical minimal pairs distinguished by tone

alone in Harar Oromo.

2.1 Basic tone

All nominals ( = nouns and non-phrasal noun modifiers)

have a basic tone. This basic tone can be identified as the

basic tone on the penultimate vowel of the word . Opera-

tionally the basic tone can be identified as the tone which

a nominal has as object of an imperative verb (basic tone

vowel is underlined in following examples)

.

(1) joollle. d'lk'-l
children wash ipr Wash the children!

haKKee ga.tc.-l

donkey return ipr Return the donkey home!

The significance of this context is that the noun can have no

other tone pattern here, unlike other contexts where, for

example, it can be all low toned.

(2) j00lle.ti &un d'ik'-e.
those wash pst He washed those children.

halite, tana galc-a
this return imp He will return this donkey.

In (2) both nouns are low toned, and whereas a rule can be

given predicting when the basic tone can be turned into low

tones, none can be given to tell which tone the low toned

nouns of (2) should take in the context of (1) — no rule can

be given to show that joollze should be LH and ha.KH.ie HH.

Examples of the to



mac'aa child ee*uu field, farm

HH /m/iAee donkey mdllda cheek hid' 11 lip fiucc'iiu.

LIH short final vowel Intald girl , dammeeidcloni clothes

Ibldda fite

long final vowel ha.nQaa.itxa lightening , hagalze

sound mak.lj.naa. car , magalaa market, city

LHH short final ze&Aama mother's brother, anga^deldest

sibling ah.iie.da. chin

long final xttiammda guest, ofefeo'-teepan, k' altam'll
fish

All words longer than three syllables, like obbol-Lett'll

'sister' and xzeiamm-ootd 'guests', can be considered bi-

morphemic, and the overall tone pattern on the word linked to

the constituent morphemes (cf . 2.2)

.

2.1.1.2 Adjectives

LH gaatda full, gaan.il nice, good, boon.ua dirty (of water)

HH gaddda big m gddddo big f d'llmda red m dilmoo red pi

LLH du.le.4CL rich hlyeid poor m

LHH k' ulk' dlliiu clear, hlyeettil poor f, gabbdabda short m

2.1.1.3 Pronouns (6.1, 6.2, absolutive, nominative)

LL an-i 1, atl you, l^l reflexive, wall reciprocal

LH lia him, ln.1 her, Inn-tl he

LLL l&lnl you pi

LHH lidan'l they, them

2.1.1.4 Demonstratives (5.5.2)

LL xana/tana this, these, iana that, 6anl that

XU.nl/tanl this, these (nom)

HH xdanl I taan'l the other

2.1.1.5 Possessive pronouns (6.4.1.1)

L (L) (L) xe/te your, xlyyaltlyya my, xe.nnya.1 tennya. our

xez&anl/teeianl your pi

2.1.1.6 Numerals. Numerals have two classifications (cf.

2.7.2, eg. (52) for contexts of each). They are either (1)

all low tone, or (2) as follows,

LL tokko/takka one f/m , HH ihdn/ five

LH lama two, &e.di' three jahd six, tolba seven

LHH iaddntl eight, iagall nine, xad' dnl ten



2.1.1.7 Others

he.ddu.u many, c'U(Ja all, k' 6 &aa only, alone, x'a.m'i1 ta.m'i which ?

Postpositions ending in final short vowels tend tD have

HH patterns. b'ini near, 'ilia, on, than, duld in front, dau t,a

behind

2.1.2 Verb. The verb is inherently low-toned, though if

certain tense/mode suffixes are added to it it may acquire a

fixed high tone. These cases are described more completely in

the chapters they are introduced in (cf. especially chapters

3, 4), though I can give some examples here. The jussive (4.5)

always has a high tone on the first syllable.

(3a) ha. nyaatu Let him eat.

The negative imperative (3.2.3) has a high tone on the

penultimate syllable, all others low.

(3b) hinnyaatini Don't eat!

2.1.3 Affixes. Every affix has a basic tone. Again, a few

examples will suffice here, as the basic tones are mentioned

where the morphemes are introduced.

The nominative suffix (6.2) , which is added to nouns,

adjectives, and various other modifiers, has a fixed tone.

(4a) na.mie.c-Zi guddaa-n inn him-bizxu.
man nom gib nom that neg know

That old man doesn't know.

The emphasis morpheme - ILzz , which is suffixed phrase

finally is invariably HH (it induces a high tone on the vowel

it is suffixed to)

.

(4b) namicc.ci-lle.il himbizxu.
man eph neg know He doesn't know even that man.

The instrumental and dative case markers, when suffixed to

nouns (6.5) have a basic low tone.

(4c) ablzz-n n'i mu*-e
knife inst fc cut He cut with the knife.

It should be pointed out that in a series of affixes, it

is the one to the right which determines the tone. Thus,

ablzz 'knife' is HH, but when the instrumental suffix is

added (4c) the tone on the final vowel changes to low. Si-

milarly, if the instrumental is added to the emphasis

morpheme -llzz , the final syllable of -lite, will be low.



cut He cut even with the knife.

2.2 Predictability of basic tone

I said, above that the basic tone on a nominal is unpre-

dictable, though this statement is only partly correct. In

fact, in a great many instances the tone on a word is

predictable to a greater or lesser extent from its segmental

shape and/or grammatical class.

1. First of all, only the penultimate or final syllable

of a root can have a high tone, and all nominals except a few

pronouns, demonstratives, and numerals (2.1.1) have at least

one high tone. Moreover, if the penultimate is high-toned,

the final must also be high. It is for this reason that only

the penultimate syllable (the syllable before the final

consonant) needs to have its tone marked in underlying form —
if it is high, then the following syllable must be high; if

it is low, then the final syllable must be high.

2. The basic tone is associated with syllabic and seg-

mental shape as follows.

a. CVCa (final -a = short) all have a LH tone pattern

(though cf. 2.5 for qualifications, and also 2.1.1.7 for

exceptions) nama 'person', mana 'house'.

b. Morphemes ending in final -aa overwhelmingly have a

low tone on the penultimate syllable. In a sample of

26 -aa final nominals, 19 have penultimate low. gu'ibaa

'boy', magalaa'market' , but mallaa 'cheek'.

Morphemes ending in a long, non-low vowel over-

whelmingly have a high penultimate tone. hainiz 'donkey',

hanc'abbii 'ice, sleet'. Again, however, the rule is not

absolute. iagalee ' sound '
, hol'ii 'wealth' . One nearly

predictable class of exceptions is that of invariable

adjectives (5.7.1.1) which end in a long vowel. These

nearly always have a low basic tone, adii 'white', guutuu

'full' (but k'ulk'uttuu 'clear 1

, rfagoo ' far ' )

.

c. Finally, almost all suffixes which end in a long

vowel induce a high tone on the syllable preceding them:

-da adj m gadd-aa big m

'-tuu adj f diim-tuu red f



'-oo adj f gadd-So big f

'-Itie. emphasis namlca-Zli even the man

'-(in verbal noun deem- (in going

There are four exceptions here.

-La verbal noun deem-aa going

-La participial boy-La. crying

-da concurrent deem-uu while going

(also, nominative, 6.2 eg. (15))

Derivational and number suffixes on nouns have th^ij- own

tone, and they count as part of the word as far as the 'pen-

ultimate or final vowel high' rule goes (2.2, 1, above).

Thus xte.iu.mmaa is LHH, but if the plural suffix -ootti is

added it becomes xzuumm-ootL LLHH — the basic high tone on

/u/ must shift to low because it is antepenultimate.

It will be clear from the preceding that although the

possible basic tone patterns for nominals and affixes are

quite limited, for the most part one cannot treat them as

entirely predictable.

In the following chapters, when a form is cited in

isolation, it will always be given in its basic tone.

2 . 3 Context

There are three tone patterns a nominal can take: its

basic tone, all low tones, and the tone in predicate nominals

(4.6). Each of these tone patterns is restricted to

certain contexts.

2.3.1 Basic tone (fixed tone)

If a noun in absolutive case form, which is the unmarked

case form (6.1), should occur in the following contexts it

must have its basic tone. This will be called the basic or

fixed (or modally unmarked, 2.9) tone context:

(5) dependent clauses (except verbal nouns), negative verb, imperative,

jussive, verb focus (ru.) , emphatic subject, emphatic past verb,

-n first person, genitive, equative (eg. 11) below), nominative

If a noun occurs in the absolutive case in a clause with

any of these morphemes, it must have its basic tone. In the

following examples, halkan'i and obbotLtttZi must have their

basic tone.


